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Cole Porter borrowed his idea for the musical Kiss Me Kate from Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew.\textsuperscript{2} A recent movie, “10 Things I Hate About You,”\textsuperscript{3} also is based on The Taming of the Shrew. In fact, Shakespeare himself may have borrowed The Taming of the Shrew from another author’s work entitled The Tamyng of a Shrowe.\textsuperscript{4} Is all of this borrowing considered plagiarism?

The word “plagiarism” comes from the Latin word “plagiarus,” meaning kidnapper;\textsuperscript{5} and has been defined as the “pursuit of ideas or language from another source.”\textsuperscript{6} Some law schools have strict tests: if students borrow a unique phrase of two or three words, a string of seven words or more, or a single idea, these students may be guilty of plagiarism.\textsuperscript{7}

Practitioner Borrowing

The legal profession was built on borrowing. One reason legal language is reminiscent of early English is because attorneys repeat wording verbatim, time after time, to avoid inconstancy or variation in interpretations.\textsuperscript{8} Consequently, the concept of plagiarism is more blurred in legal practice than in law school. In practice, borrowing not only is tolerated, but also often encouraged for the sake of consistency and efficiency.

Practitioners frequently borrow legal forms. The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure endorse this practice in Rule 84 and include an Appendix of Forms for practitioners to use in drafting pleadings. Likewise, the Colorado Revised Statutes contain some sample forms approved by the Colorado legislature.\textsuperscript{9} Several practice books also are premised on the expectation that lawyers will borrow their forms—for example, the looseleaf volume of Colorado Real Estate Forms Practice,\textsuperscript{10} the sixteen-volume set of Bender’s Forms of Discovery,\textsuperscript{11} or the twenty-five-volume set of Am Jur Pleading & Practice Forms.\textsuperscript{12} Lawyers frequently pick and choose language from these formbooks and include them in their documents, without attribution to the source.

Filed legal documents become public records, and traditionally have not been considered privately owned intellectual property.\textsuperscript{13} If a rival’s form is strong, a good attorney can learn by trying to emulate its better qualities. A New York-based securities class-action law firm is challenging this practice and has sent cease and desist letters to more than a dozen law firms claiming they have unfairly copied language from its complaints.\textsuperscript{14}

Lawyers frequently borrow ideas as well as the language in forms. Our precedent-based system emphasizes consistency over originality and bases ideas on those of others in the past. If the goal is to convince a court of the merit of an argument, and the idea comes from another court or an influential source, attributing the idea to that source bolsters the argument. However, if the source does not add weight, citing to it actually may distract from the goal of persuading the court. Instead, it may be more effective to build the argument in the same way as the source, without specifically referencing the creator of this particular construction. Is this ethical?

Unethical Borrowing

Plagiarism encompasses more than the simple borrowing of language, ideas, or thoughts of another. It becomes unethical when it “involve[s] an element of deceit”\textsuperscript{15} and the borrowers gain from representing another’s material as their original work.\textsuperscript{16} Law schools attempt to evaluate student work to award grades. Consequently, submitting others’ ideas as one’s own is deceitful because it distorts the evaluation.
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Similarly, courts have sanctioned attorneys when one of the objectives of submitting another's work was deception or financial gain. In Colorado, a federal district court declared that attorneys might be violating ethical rules when they ghostwrite documents for pro se litigants who then submit them as their own work.17 Just last year, the Iowa Supreme Court suspended an attorney who borrowed, verbatim, eighteen pages of his brief from a treatise.18 The court found the attorney's lack of "any independent labor or thought in the legal argument" troublesome. What troubled the court more, however, was the attorney's intentional deception: he requested attorney fees and submitted eighty hours of his time for preparing the brief, which was borrowed word-for-word from the treatise.

The court concluded that by "knowingly submitting[ing] a fee application to the court and thereby attempting[ing] to misrepresent the amount of time [he] spent working on a case, [the attorney had] committed serious ethical violations." Consequently, that attorney's borrowing seemed to involve both elements of deceit and personal financial gain.

The efforts of a New York securities law firm to stop infringement of its complaints are based on a similar rationale of stopping deceit and financial gain. The firm's objection is not only that other firms are copying its complaints verbatim, but also that those firms are posting the material on the Internet and trying "to defraud potential class members into thinking this is their work product and that they have the legal expertise to handle these kinds of cases."20

Legitimate Borrowing

In contrast, there is no reason to sanction attorneys who borrow language or ideas in developing a form or an argument for the benefit of others. It is efficient for attorneys to use formbooks or other sources as a starting point. These attorneys are then responsible for understanding the source in the context of the client's situation and customizing the form or argument accordingly. The client has nothing to gain from paying an attorney to start from scratch with each new document. By using these sources, attorneys can pass on the time savings to clients.

Likewise, if a court is more interested in how an argument is constructed than which secondary author thought of that formulation, there is no reason to take up valuable space in a brief to cite every secondary source. However, using verbatim quotes of multiple pages from a source is not advisable because long quotations create a distracting shift of tone, and readers tend to skip or skim them.22 A better course is to selectively quote and cite to key sources that add to the weight of the argument and then paraphrase and rework less significant sources. Authors of some secondary pieces may lose a bit of fame, but generally the focus of a brief is not on the brilliance of its author. Instead, the objective is for the court to achieve a fair result for the litigants based on the best legal reasoning available.

Conclusion

The legal profession was built on borrowing, and to the extent it forwards the goals of the court and saves clients money, there is no reason to discourage it. Shakespeare gained fame by borrowing, but his primary goal was to entertain. Similarly, attorneys may borrow when their primary goals are to develop thoughtful and comprehensive arguments. If sharing ideas is for the gain of the legal profession, rather than for personal gain, borrowing can promote not deceit, but enlightenment.
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